
RIZALS RETRACTION LETTER

THE DEBATE continues. Since Rizal's retraction letter was discovered by Father Manuel Garcia, C.M. in , its content
has become a favorite.

Antonio K. Balaguer himself has unwittingly answered this question. Declaring himself still as a catholic as
his religion of which he was born. Pi saw the original document of retraction. You are on page 1of 4 Search
inside document Opinions about Rizal retraction Each person has different welfare and vulnerability and all of
us are willing him to achieve his dream, But before we achieve our dreams, we need to transcend many
problems to our life. That issue was claimed to be true by the Roman Catholic defenders but asserted to be
deceptive by anti-retractonists. Catholic or Mason, Rizal is still Rizal - the hero who courted death 'to prove to
those who deny our patriotism that we know how to die for our duty and our beliefs. Who is Dr. This incident
was revealed by Fr. With this crime, he was sentenced to death. Rizals burial was kept secret; he was buried
outside the inner wall of the Paco cemetery; and the record of his burial was not placed on the page for entries
of Dec. In the evening, Rizal finally announced to the Jesuits his intention to retract masonry and return to
Catholicism. Retana in his biography of Rizal, Vida y Escritos del Jose Rizal with the addition of the names of
the witnesses taken from the texts of the retraction in the Manila newspapers. He was also struggling for
freedom of thought and of conscience to the individual. He boarded the boat for Manila in September to
proceed to Cuba as a medical officer. Jose Villaclara, Fr. Aside from this, Fr. This kind of deception was also
used by the British against the Germans in North Africa. He wanted a cross over it. It also has the power to
enslave and destroy. I know you all oppose it, especially you, yourself. He also mentioned that just like any
person, Rizal was prone to flip-flop. Rizal may have been said that he encountered the problems of signing the
retraction or of having his relatives followed by further persecutions. He awakened our knowledge of
nationalism and patriotism. Villa Clara added. Koga died in the crash. Jose Rizal, why is it that, only Fr. Pi,
contained "the changes which You Fr. No anniversaries.


